9 Art Events to Attend in New York This Week: ‘Artistic License,’ Ektor Garcia, Migration and Art, and More
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ektor garcia, figura, 2019, steel, latex, and copper. COURTESY THE ARTIST

Opening: ektor garcia at SculptureCenter
The artist ektor garcia uses a range of materials—from clay to metal to leather—to create sculptures whose elements are connected by a series of fasteners, loops, and knots. The end result tends toward modular works whose contents and dimensions have the ability to change as they move. Garcia’s SculptureCenter exhibition continues a practice that serves as an investigation into labor and the craft traditions of the artist’s family, which hails from Tabasco in the Mexican state of Zacatecas.
SculptureCenter, 44-19 Purves Street, Queens, 6–8 p.m.